Make a video no longer than 2 minutes long. In the video explain to us what archaeology means to you. Be creative! Use props! Use costumes! Don’t use your full name or address in the video itself. Winners will be uploaded to websites and social media pages for the partner agencies (UTSA/CAR San Antonio Missions NHP).

What you will need:

A Video Camera
A Gmail or YouTube account
Internet Access

YouTube and Google are now a single entity. This means that if you have a Gmail account, you also have a YouTube account. Uploading a video to YouTube is very easy, and most phones and cameras have methods of uploading directly from your device. If you do not have a Gmail/YouTube account you can find out how to make one by going to google.com and searching “how to make a YouTube account”.

If you would like to make the video private, so that only your Jr. Ranger Application Reviewers can view the video, search “how to make a YouTube video private”. If you make the video private, please share it with carlegacy@utsa.edu so your Jr. Ranger application reviewers can watch.

And that’s it! Your Jr. Ranger Application reviewers are very much looking forward to the application process.

How to upload a video to YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hlxqk0iHp5w

How to make your videos private:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0GiVrXujS8